
Neighbourhood Plan Autumn ’18-‘20

So Far We Have… Autumn ’18 - Spring ‘19 Spring ’19 - Winter ‘19 Spring ’20 - Autumn ‘20

Initial meeting at the 
Community Hall

People agreed to form 
an initial working party

September 22nd - BIG TEA 
PARTY

Parish Council agreed 
that Stutton should have 
a Neighbourhood Plan

Working Party devised 
lots of ways to ensure 
everyone in the village 

can be involved

The Big 
Conversation????

Leaflets made and given 
out at events

Conversations Begun

Consult on and agree on the 
Neighbourhood Area

Have Babergh Council agree on 
the Neighbourhood Area

Have more village conversations. WP create 
lots of opportunities. Shop conversations, 

small tea parties, event at Oak House, family 
event, young people’s event, one to one 

conversations.

Questionnaire sent out to 
everyone in the village

Working Party talk to landowners to 
find out who is interested in building 

on land in the coming years, and 
where

Any other necessary 
questionnaires sent out

Feedback events and newsletter 
sent out

Working Party draw together the themes from 
the consultation and create draft 

Neighbourhood Plan -  including policies, 
proposals and site allocations

A 6 WEEK period of feedback

Working Party organise ways in 
which everyone can have their 

say

Working Party create revisions 
and make a proposed 
Neighbourhood Plan

Further opportunities given for 
feedback before plan is 

submitted

Submit plan to Babergh Council - 
will go to independent examiner 

first

Working Party make alterations 
to plan based on requirements of 

the examiner

Plan is finalised

VILLAGE REFERENDUM - 28 
days are given to say yes or no 

to the Neighbourhood Plan

Plan will be agreed if over 50% 
of voters say yes

Plan must be taken into account 
by Babergh Council in any 
conversations they have on 

plans for the village 

Had an initial Meeting at 
Community Hall

Agreed to form an initial 
Working Party

Had the Parish Council agree 
that Sutton should have a 

Neighbourhood Plan

Devised lots of ways to make 
sure everyone in the village 

can get involved

Had the big conversation

Made leaflets and given them 
out at events

Begun conversations


